
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Motor Yacht Interior Design below 500GT - Sample Entry 

 

 
Note from Judge  
 
This statement works hard to give reasons behind choices as well as the details and flavour of a 
highly personal yacht interior. 
  
Scout Designer Statement - H2 Yacht Design 
 
DESIGNER STATEMENT 
 
SCOUT's design brief was different from the word go. The owner came to the table with an incredibly 
clear vision for an industrial explorer inspired by 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea, Fritz Lang's 
Metropolis and the cool, industrial lairs of James Bond villains.  
 
Our challenge at H2 Yacht Design was to interpret these iconic design motifs into a safe, practical 
yacht that still ticked all the boxes. The layout of the yacht was quickly established with the focus on 
the owners and their personal use. This meant the owner's suite was placed on the bridge deck aft, as 
per their existing yacht, with plenty of personalised living space. The owner's deck Bark Park is a 
particular highlight-a specially designed garden area for the dogs leading directly from the owner's 
suite. The guests are accommodated on the main deck to allow for large windows and maximum 
comfort. Throughout, pulsing, flashing lights in the ceilings area nod to the pulsing lights of the 
power source of the submarine in 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea. Each guest cabin is styled the same 
with a different theme. Down to the door handles which resemble repurposed cleats, everything is 
true to the design philosophy.  
 
Without a doubt, the focal point of the interior is the main salon. It is packed with unusual features 
that delight the imagination. With its full height windows, it is a light and airy space during the day, 
but at night she is transformed by the large LED screen in the ceiling that can project anything you 
want-from sharks to peaceful clouds to a starry night sky. Features like this create a stimulating and 
entertaining area that never fails to shock and impress. The polished stainless-steel handmade coffee 
table sits on the floor directly below the screen in the main salon. Created in nickel pate by the art 
engineer, Lee Rowland, the surface of the table takes the shape of rippled water pressed into its top. 
This gives the mesmerising impression that water is dripping from the ceiling, and is really 
demonstrative of the intricate, quirky and surprising design details throughout every aspect of 
SCOUT's interior. 
 
The owners wished to avoid using animal products where possible as the owner is a passionate 
animal rights advocate. This was an essential aspect of their brief; therefore, we did not use any 
leather, fur or other animal product throughout her design. Very little marble or stone was used 
either. Instead, all the floors are the man-made Caesarstone. Some outstanding design details 
include the metal paint finished curved TV cabinet with cranks to operate it, as well as the map of the 
world feature with timelines by Hull Studios with the "Untold Want" poem by Walt Whitman and 



The Squid Sculpture by Alastair Gibson, made of recycled F1 car parts and carbon fibre. SCOUT is a 
heavily detail-orientated, unique yacht. 

 


